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ABSTRACT This paper presents a low-cost based approach for solving the navigation problem of wheeled
mobile robots to perform required tasks within indoor and outdoor environments. The presented solution
is based on probabilistic approaches for multiple sensor fusion utilizing low-cost visual/inertial sensors.
For the outdoor environment, the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is used to estimate the robot position
and orientation, the system consists of wheel encoders, a reduced inertial sensor system (RISS), and a
Global Positioning System (GPS). For the indoor environment, where GPS signals are blocked, another
EKF algorithm is proposed using low cost depth sensor (Microsoft Kinect stream). EKF indoor localization
is based on landmarks extracted from the depth measurements. A hybrid low-cost reduced navigation
system (HLRNS) for indoor and outdoor environments is proposed and validated in both simulation and
experimental environments. Additionally, an input-output state feedback linearization (I-O SFL) technique
is used to control the robot to track the desired trajectory in such an environment. According to the conducted
validation simulation and experimental testing, the proposed HLRNS provides an acceptable performance
to be deployed for real-time applications.

INDEX TERMS Extended kalman filter, Kinect depth sensor, low-cost navigation, mobile robot, sensor
fusion.

I. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is to provide a comprehensive solution
to the navigation problem of Mobile Robots, by developing
a robust technique that enables robots to face the numerous
challenges arising in indoor and outdoor environments. This
research focuses on analyzing localization techniques using
commercially available sensors with the integration of trajec-
tory tracking algorithm and with its implementation on the
Wheeled Mobile Robot (WMR).

Mobile robot navigation covers a broad spectrum of
Mechatronic systems. However, the most challenging prob-
lem is obtaining the exact knowledge of the position of the
robot. In mobile robot navigation systems, there are two types
of localization sensors. The first type is the onboard sen-
sor which includes encoders and inertial measurement units
(IMUs). These sensors measure the robot’s linear and angu-
lar velocities and acceleration along the robot’s body axes.
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By integrating sensor measurements, the mobile robot posi-
tion and direction can be predicted, which is known as
dead-reckoning [1]; the dead-reckoning is not applicable
for long-term navigation because of the unavoidable accu-
mulated error due to the integration steps. On the other
hand, the second type is based on external absolute sensors;
these sensors include cameras and Global Positioning System
(GPS). These sensors can be used to measure the absolute
position and direction of the robot and can used in the mea-
surement equation for correction.

In [2], the authors classified two groups of sensors based
on measurement techniques used: relative positioning sen-
sors such as wheel odometry [1], visual odometry [3] and
inertial sensor [4]. On the other hand, absolute position-
ing sensors such as Global Positioning Systems [5], [6],
landmark navigation [7], [8], active beacons [9], ultrasound
range sensor [10], light detection and ranging (LiDAR) [11],
cameras [12] and magnetic compasses [1]. The two groups
have pros and cons. The absolute sensors have accurate read-
ings with a low update rate. On the other hand, the relative
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positioning sensors have a fast update rate but with drifting
bias [13], [14].

Developers of mobile robots usually combine the two
methods using a sensor fusion algorithm to provide
high-accuracy estimates with high update rates. The basic
problem of multi-sensor data fusion is determining the best
algorithm for combining the multi-sensor data input [15].
Another important issue with navigational systems that needs
to be dealt with is the unpredictability that exists in the
operating environment. The unpredictability could be due to
operation in harsh environments or due to corruption in the
sensor’s output due to noise or bias. The level of uncertainty
arises if the robot lacks critical information for carrying out its
tasks [16]. To address such issues, researchers often come up
with algorithms that can improve the overall robustness of the
system. The goal is to develop robust algorithms that enable
robots to face the various challenges arising from operation
in dynamic environments [17]–[19]. The main advantage of
a probabilistic approach is that explicit stochastic models
are used to describe the various relationships between sen-
sors and other information sources, taking into account the
uncertainties [15]. The most common algorithms for sensor
fusion are Kalman Filter (KF) based approaches [20], [21],
intelligent-based filters [22]–[25], and Particle Filters
(PF) [26], [27].

To overcome the navigation problem, we need to answer
three key questions [28]:
• Where am I?
The robot’s ability to determine its position in its refer-
ence environment, which is referred to as localization.

• Where am I going?
The robot’s ability to plan a path towards the goal loca-
tion. This process usually consists of pre-planning a path
that is optimized for the shortest distance by taking point
obstacles and dangerous areas into consideration.

• How should I get there?
The robot’s ability to accurately follow the planned path.

Solving the localization problem is the first step to solve
the navigation problem followed by path planning and trajec-
tory tracking. The localization problem has to be solved for
outdoor and indoor environments. For outdoor localization,
a low-cost navigation system suitable for outdoor commercial
mobile robots was described in [29]. The proposed naviga-
tional algorithm uses two GPS receivers, an IMU and wheel
encoders to provide measurements for a 7-state KF that is
used in estimating the state of the robot. The real-time control
of the robot occurs in NI sbRIO. The NI sbRIO platform
has a 40 MHz FPGA unit which allows the robot to parse
all the critical low-level data such as GPS and IMU onboard
to avoid latency and communication problems. When using
low-cost off-the-shelf sensors for navigation, the optimality
of classic KF cannot be guaranteed. Thus, methods such
as [30] can be applied to the system to improve the estimation
result. In [29], a similar approach was described with a 3-state
discrete EKF with the measurement taken from odometry,
fiber-optic gyroscope, and the angular measurements to the

ground markers (obtained from the video frames taken dur-
ing motion). The authors suggested that the overall filtering
performance can be improved by online adjustment of the
dynamics and measurement covariance matrices based on the
statistical properties of the incoming data. They also proposed
to extend the state of the filter to include the translational and
rotational velocities.

On the other hand, for indoor localization, researchers
studied the mapping and localization problems. They focused
on finding a solution to the two problems of mapping and
localization independently. Robotic Mapping is the prob-
lem of building an accurate map of the environment given
accurate knowledge of the robot’s position [31]. Also, much
work has been done to estimate the robot’s pose with an
existing complete representation of the environment. These
algorithms require a pre-defined map to define the refer-
ence frames and the structure of the world. Knowledge of
the surrounding world may be displayed in many different
forms; either in a full geometric map representation or in
the knowledge of landmarks and their locations [31]. The
author describes the application of the EKF in indoor local-
ization [32]. Mobile robot localization addresses the problem
of estimation of a mobile robot’s pose given a map based
only on sensor measurements and controls. Microsoft Kinect
was used as a navigation sensor in many indoor localiza-
tion methods [33], [34]. The work in [34] investigates the
suitability of the Xbox Kinect optical sensor for navigation
and simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM). The
prototype presented uses the 3D point cloud data captured
by Kinect to create a 3D model of the environment. Then,
it projects the 3D model to a 2D plane for 2D localization.
RGBD SLAM [33] was used for 3D SLAM but found to be
very slow, thus the robot speed was reduced for the algorithm
to work in real-time. The presented prototype was compared
against traditional solutions with a laser scanner (Hokuyo
URG-04LX) in terms of SLAM performance and suitability
as a navigation sensor. The results show that the use of the
Kinect sensor is applicable.

In addition, a localization system that works in indoor
and outdoor environments is presented in [35]–[38]. In [35],
the authors developed a localization system that works for
an urban site to track a robot’s location, using two methods.
The first one is based on odometry, a compass, and a GPS.
An EKF fuses the sensor data and keeps track of the uncer-
tainty associated with it. When the uncertainty of the first
method becomes large, the algorithm switches to the second
method that is based on camera pose estimation done by
matching features in the image. On the other hand, the same
approach was done for outdoor environments in [36]. MCL
based on Kinect depth measurement was used to estimate
the robot’s pose when the GPS signal was blocked. In [37],
a vision-based approach was presented for path following,
where the video stream is taken as input to a heteroge-
neous landmark-based visual navigation algorithm to get the
landmarks and then used to improve the robot localization
accuracy. Gaussian process models are presented in [38] to
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produce a measurement likelihood function for mobile robot
localization in the absence of accurate sensor modeling.

Finally, from a control point of view, due to the perfect
rolling constraints, wheeled mobile robot (WMR) is a typical
example of a nonholonomic system. In addition to the non-
linearity of the system, this leads to raising the complexity
of the controller. Many studies were conducted on trajectory
tracking control [39]–[42]. In [42], the authors addressed the
output feedback trajectory tracking problem in the presence
of parameter uncertainties and external disturbances. The
quality of the proposed approach was tested in simulation
environment. On the other hand, in [43] and [44], a common
approach called Input-Output State Feedback Linearization
(I-O SFL) is used in controlling non-linear systems to solve
the trajectory tracking problem on a Pioneer differential drive
robot. The kinematic model of this robot is based on the
unicycle model [45]. Input-Output linearization is a well
known systematic approach to the design of trajectory track-
ing controllers. It should be emphasized that the reference
trajectory may exhibit a path with a discontinuous geometric
tangent without the need for the robot to stop and correct its
orientation.

In this paper, a novel hybrid low-cost reduced navigation
system (HLRNS) is used to integrate between indoor and
outdoor low-cost sensors based on EKF localization meth-
ods. The used low-cost sensors are commercially available,
off-the-shelf sensors [30], [46]. The outdoor EKF is based
on GPS, RISS, and encoders, whereas the indoor EKF is
based on Microsoft Kinect depth sensor, RISS, and encoders.
The proposed method was tested and validated using an
autonomous vehicle in various indoor/outdoor environments.
In addition, the performance of the fusion architecture is com-
pared against a commercial off-the-shelf (MIDG) solution.

The outline of this paper is as follows: in Section II,
the used wheeled mobile robot model is derived. Section III
presents the trajectory controller design while section IV
presents the outdoor navigation algorithm. The indoor navi-
gation algorithm is presented in sectionV. SectionVI presents
an indoor/outdoor navigation algorithm followed by simula-
tion and experimental results in SectionsVII andVIII, respec-
tively. Finally, conclusion remarks are given in Section IX.

II. WHEELED MOBILE ROBOT MODEL
The derivations of the kinematics of the mobile robot are
based on the assumption that the robot is made up of a
rigid frame equipped with non-deformable wheels that move
on a horizontal plane [45]. In order to identify the robot
position on the plane, two reference frames are used; the
global reference frame on the plane and the local reference
frame on the robot. These frames are shown in Figure 1. The
axes XI and YI define an arbitrary inertial basis on the plane
as a global reference frame from an origin O. To specify
the position of the robot, a point P on the robot’s chassis is
chosen as its position reference. The basis XR and YR defines
two axes passing through P on the robot’s chassis and is the
robot’s local reference frame. The position of P in the global

FIGURE 1. The global reference frame and the robot local reference
frame [45].

reference frame is specified by coordinates x and y, and the
angular difference between the global and local reference
frames (i.e. the angle between XR and XI ) is given by θ . The
robot position is then fully identified by the three variables
x, y, and θ . A 3×1-vector ζ is defined to describe the robot
state with respect to the global frame and ζR with respect to
the local frame. Also, the orthogonal rotation matrix R(θ) is
defined as follows.

ζ =
[
x y θ

]T (1)

R(θ ) =

 cos θ sin θ 0
− sin θ cos θ 0

0 0 1

 (2)

So R(θ ) defines the relation between ζ̇I , and ζ̇R as follows.

ζ̇R = R(θ )ζ̇I (3)

The differential drive robot has two wheels, each with a
diameter r . Given a point P centered between the two drive
wheels, each wheel is at a distance l from P. Given r , l, θ , and
the spinning speed of each wheel (φ1) and (φ2), a forward
kinematic model for the robot’s overall speed in the global
reference frame can be described as

ζ̇I =
[
ẋ ẏ θ̇

]T
= f (l, r, θ, φ̇1, φ̇2) (4)

Before presenting the derivation of the kinematic model of
the WMR, two constraints will be presented for every fixed
wheel. Figure 2 shows a wheel A and describes its pose with
respect to the local reference frame, where α and β determine
the orientation of the wheel with respect to the local frame.
The first constraint enforces the concept of rolling contact,
i.e. that the wheel must roll when motion takes place in the
appropriate direction; represented by Equation (5). The sec-
ond constraint enforces the concept of no lateral slippage i.e.
that the wheel must not slide orthogonal to the wheel plane;
represented by Equation (6) [45].[
sin(α + β) − cos(α + β) (−l) cosβ

]
R(θ)ζ̇I − rφ̇ = 0

(5)
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FIGURE 2. A fixed standard wheel and its parameters [45].[
cos(α + β) sin(α + β) l sinβ

]
R(θ)ζ̇I = 0

(6)

The combination of the wheel rolling and sliding con-
straints for all wheels of the robot describes the kinematic
behavior and the resulting equation is:

ζ̇1 = R(θ)−1


rφ̇1
2
+
rφ̇2
2

0
rφ̇1
2l
−
rφ̇2
2l

 (7)

The linear velocity (v) of the robot is always along with XR
direction due to the nonholonomic constraint, and the angular
velocity (ω) is the rotation speed of the local reference frame
with respect to the global reference frame [47]. By writing
Equation (7) in terms of v and ω we obtained Equation (8)

ζ̇1=

 cos θ sin θ 0
− sin θ cos θ 0

0 0 1

−1

rφ̇1
2
+
rφ̇2
2

0
rφ̇1
2l
−
rφ̇2
2l

 =
 v cos θ
v sinθ
ω


(8)

where,

v =
rφ̇1
2
+
rφ̇2
2

(9)

ω =
rφ̇1
2l
−
rφ̇2
2l

(10)

III. TRAJECTORY TRACKING
To perform trajectory tracking of WMRs, kinematic models
are used to design feedback laws. The output from the con-
troller is then used by the existing low-level PID controller
on the platform as the velocity reference for each wheel. The
basic control scheme of the system is made of a high-level
controller, which is based on the kinematic model of the robot
that has to take into account the constraints introduced by the
wheels. The complexity of the high-level controller is raised
by the nonlinearity that exists in the system. The control
system for trajectory tracking using a WMR is made of a

high-level controller which computes the linear and angular
velocity which then sends them to a low-level PID controller
as an input. The low-level controller then controls the motors
in a way that the desired linear and angular velocity is
achieved.

In order to perform trajectory tracking of the WMR,
input-output state feedback linearization is presented by con-
sidering a point B (xb,yb) outside the wheel axle of the uni-
cycle model with distance b, as a point of reference for the
WMR, which is shown in Figure 3. In doing so, it is possible
to control the robot’s motion with a constant linear velocity
regardless of the path curvature [44].

From Figure 3 we obtained

xb = x + bcosθ

yb = y+ bsinθ (11)

The derivatives of Equation (11) are shown as follows.

ẋb = υcosθ − ωbsinθ

ẏb = υsinθ + ωbcosθ

θ̇ = ω (12)[
ẋb
ẏb

]
=

[
cosθ −bsinθ
sinθ bcosθ

] [
v
ω

]
(13)∣∣∣∣cosθ −bsinθ

sinθ bcosθ

∣∣∣∣ = b 6= 0 (14)

For the matrix in Equation (13) to be invertible, b should
not be equal to zero as shown in Equation (14). Subsequently,
the linear and angular velocity is as given in Equation 15.[

v
ω

]
=

[
cos θ sin θ

−
1
b
sin θ

1
b
cos θ

][
ẋb
ẏb

]
(15)

FIGURE 3. Control problem description.

Given a trajectory (xd , yd ) as shown in Figure 3,
it is possible to find input ẋb and ẏb that guarantee
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asymptotic tracking. This can be seen as follows.

ẋb = ẋd + k1ex
ẏb = ẏd + k2ey (16)

where,

ex = xd − xb
ey = yd − yb (17)

By rearranging Equation (16), the following equations are
obtained

ėx + k1ex = 0

ėy + k2ey = 0 (18)

By solving Equation (18), we reach.

ex = c1e−k1t

ey = c2e−k2t (19)

For positive k1 and k2,

lim
t→∞

ex(t) = 0

lim
t→∞

ey(t) = 0 (20)

Then the system is asymptotically stable, and the error always
converges to zero.

In addition, the controller performance is enhanced by
adding a derivative term into control law Equation 16 to
derive Equation (21)

ẋb = ẋd + k1ex + k3ėx
ẏb = ẏd + k2ey + k4ėy (21)

where,

ėx = ẋd − ẋb
ėy = ẏd − ẏb (22)

By rearranging Equation 21, the following equations are
obtained.

ėx +
k1

1+ k3
ex = 0

ėy +
k2

1+ k4
ey = 0 (23)

By solving Equation (23) for ex and ey, we obtained

ex = c3e
−

k1
1+k3

t

ey = c4e
−

k2
1+k4

t (24)

For positive k1,k2,k3 and k4,

lim
t→∞

ex(t) = 0

lim
t→∞

ey(t) = 0 (25)

Then the system is asymptotically stable and the error always
converges to zero. The overall control scheme of WMR can
be summarized in Figure 4.

FIGURE 4. The overall control scheme of WMR.

IV. OUTDOOR NAVIGATION
In the outdoor environment, EKF will be derived and used for
mobile robot localization and navigation, EKF algorithm will
utilize the encoder, compass, IMU and GPS measurements to
estimate robot position and orientation. The outdoor system
structure can be summarized as shown in Figure 5.

FIGURE 5. The outdoor system structure.

A. THE DYNAMIC MODEL

The first step of the filter design is to choose the system
state whose elements represent the parameters that need to be
estimated:

X =
[
x y θ v ω

]T (26)

The motion model Equation (8) derived in Section II can
be used to model the system as follows:

Ẋ =


ẋ
ẏ
θ̇

v̇
ω̇

 =

v cos θ
v sin θ
ω

0
0

 (27)
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Equation (27) is discretized, with a sampling time (1t),
to give the discrete-time model as:

Xk =


xk
yk
θk
vk
ωk

 =

xk−1 + v1t cos θk−1
yk−1 + v1t sin θk−1

θk−1 + ω1t
vk−1
ωk−1

 (28)

The system model and measurement models are given in
Equation (29) and Equation (30), respectively.

Xk = f (Xk−1)+ wk−1 (29)

zk = h(Xk )+ υk (30)

where f and h represent the nonlinear system and mea-
surement models, respectively. The dynamic system noise
wk−1, and measurement noise, υk are both zero mean
Gaussian noise with associated covariance Qk and Rk matri-
ces, respectively.

wk ∼ N (0,Qk ) (31)

υk ∼ N (0,Rk ) (32)

In order to use nonlinear functions f and h, the functions
must be linearized. By taking the Jacobeans of f and h at the
operating point, Xk during each time step. These matrices are:

Fk =
∂f (X )
∂X
|X̂−k

(33)

Fk =


1 0 −vk1t sin θk 1t cos θk 0
0 1 vk1t cos θk 1t sin θk 0
0 0 1 0 1t
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1

 (34)

Prediction:

X̂−k = f (X̂+k−1) (35)

P−k = FkPk−1FTk + Qk (36)

Update:

Kk = P−k H
T
k (HkP

−

k H
T
+ Rk )−1 (37)

X̂+k = X̂−k + Kk (zk − h(X̂
−

k )) (38)

P+k = (I − KkHk )P
−

k (39)

where X̂−k , X̂+k , P−k and P+k represent priori, posteriori state
estimate and their covariance matrices, respectively. Kk rep-
resents the Kalman gain and Hk represents measurement
matrix.

B. THE MEASUREMENT MODEL
The measurement model is the mathematical representa-
tion of the sensors’ measurements as a function of the sys-
tem’s state. For example, the encoder measures the wheel’s
velocity, the IMU measures the angular velocity and accel-
eration rate in gyroscope and accelerometer, respectively,
the compass measures the heading, and the GPSmeasures the
absolute position. The measurement equations are derived for
each sensor as follows:

• Encoder
Two encoders are mounted on each wheel of the dif-
ferential mobile robot. Encoders measure the wheel’s
spinning velocity by counting the pulses per sampling
period. This measurement is then converted to wheel
linear velocity. Therefore, it will give the information
about the displacement of the robot relative to its last
known position, which in our case, will be calculated by
multiplying the state vector given in Equation (28) with
the following measurement matrix:

Hencoder =

 0 0 0 1
l
2

0 0 0 1 −
l
2

 (40)

where l is the distance between the wheels.
• Compass
A compass provides the direction relative to the Earth’s
magnetic poles. Therefore, it can be used to measure
heading θ . Then the associated measurement matrix is:

Hcompass =
[
0 0 1− θ0 0 0

]
(41)

where θ0 is the deference angle between robot orienta-
tion and north pole.

• GPS
The GPS is used to measure the location of the robot
in x and y. Therefore, with the GPS receiver’s antenna
fixed on the center of the robot’s coordinate system,
the measurement matrix would be as simple as:

HGPS =
[
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0

]
(42)

• IMU
The IMU is an electronicsmodulewhichmeasures angu-
lar velocity and linear acceleration along the body’s
three perpendicular axes. The IMU contains three sen-
sors: accelerometer, gyroscopes, and magnetometers.
– Gyroscope

A gyroscope is a device that measures the angular
rate ω. Then the measurement matrix is:

Hgyro =
[
0 0 0 0 1

]
(43)

And by the integration, the heading θ can be
obtained. Then the measurement matrix is given by:

Hheading =
[
0 0 1 0 0

]
(44)

– Accelerometer
An accelerometer is a device that measures specific
force, by integration, the linear velocity v can be
obtained. Then the measurement matrix is:

Hacc. =
[
0 0 0 1 0

]
(45)
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V. INDOOR NAVIGATION
The navigation solution that was discussed in the last section
relies on position information received by the GPS. It is
useless when the robot is in an indoor environment. Hence,
separate solutions have been proposed in this section that can
accurately estimate the robot’s pose. Here, we mainly discuss
the localization algorithms EKF for the indoor environment
using Kinect V2 measurements given a predefined map. Fea-
ture map representation is adopted, and boxes placed in the
environment are assigned as features.

Microsoft Kinect provides RGB and depth images as
shown in Figure 6a and Figure 6b, respectively. The technical
specifications of depth sensor is shown in Table 1. An alterna-
tive approach is to extract features from raw measurements.
In this research, the depth data was used to localize the
robot. The beam range finder model is based on raw sensor
measurements, this may lead to huge computational cost [33].

The feature extractor f (zt ) extracts the feature from range
measurement. Most feature extractors extract a small number
of features from high-dimensional sensor measurements. The
advantage of this approach is the massive reduction of com-
putational load. An additional step for computational load
reduction in our system is converting the 3D Kinect’s image
to 2D by taking a strip of the image parallel to the robot height
assuming the height of the obstacles are equal or greater than
the robot height as shown in Figure 6b.

FIGURE 6. Kinect images.

TABLE 1. Kinect V2 technical specifications [48].

After converting the depth stream from 3D to 2D, the
measurement data in polar form is Li = [ri, φi], where ri is
the value of horizontal distance between the reflecting point
and the Kinect, and φi is the angular position which describes
the single laser beam (where φ is between −35◦ to 35◦ and i

is the index of laser beam distribution from 1 to 512, i.e. the
width of depth image.) The 2D data are passed through the
clustering algorithm [49] based on difference calculation as
follows

1ri = ri+1 − ri (46)

FIGURE 7. The difference vector and raw scan data.

where 1ri is the difference vector representing the range
between two neighboring laser beams Li and Li+1. As shown
in Figure 7, significant changes will occur in the difference
vector when the edges of objects are detected. After the
difference calculation, the distinct objects are separated from
the background in the vector curve as shown in Figure 7. Then
the values of the vector are compared with depth threshold
Rmax , which is the maximum difference in the ranges that
allows separating object from the background or another
object. If two adjacent differences 1rm and 1rn satisfy the
constraint shown in Equation (47), the depth cloud will be
selected as an independent feature.

1rm > Rmax
1rn < −Rmax
Nmin < n− m < Nmax (47)

where Nmax is the greatest acceptable width of the object
and Nmin is the smallest acceptable width of the object. The
laser points from the m-th to the n-th belong to one object
and the others belong to the background or another object.
Figure 8 shows the extracted features from the raw data. In
robotics applications, features or landmarks correspond to
distinct objects in the space. For example, landmarks may
be room corners or table legs or boxes. The landmark model
assumes that the sensor canmeasure the range and the bearing
of the landmark relative to the robot’s local coordinate frame.
If we denote the range by r and the bearing by φ, the landmark
vector is given by

f (zt ) =
{
f 1t , f

2
t , . . .

}
=

{(
r1t
φ1t

)
,

(
r2t
φ2t

)
, . . .

}
(48)
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FIGURE 8. The extracted feature from depth steam.

The number of features identified at each time step is var-
ied. However, we assume conditional independence between
landmarks as shown in Equation 49. Under the conditional
independence assumption, one feature can be processed at a
time. This assumption helps in filter design.

p(f (zt )|xt ,m) =
∏
i

p(r it , φ
i
t |xt ,m) (49)

Formulation of landmark measurement models are usually
defined only for feature-based maps, m = {m1,m2, . . .}. The
location of a feature in global frame denoted as mi,x and mi,y
for x and y coordinates respectively.(

r it
φit

)
=

( √
(mj,x − x)2 + (mj,y − y)2

atan2(mj,y − y,mj,y − x)− θ

)
(50)

The resulting measurement model is devised for the case
where the i − th feature at time t corresponds to the
j− th landmark in the map, with robot pose xt = (x y θ )T .
In this section, an EKF is designed to fuse odometry, IMU

and Kinect depth information to realize localization. The
successful implementation of the EKF localization algorithm
is demonstrated in Figure 9. The input parameters are µ̄t−1,
6̄t−1,ut , zt and m where µ̄t−1 and 6̄t−1 are respectively the
estimated pose and covariancematrix of the pose at time t−1.
zt is the measurement vector and m is the map. EKF can be
split into two different steps, prediction and update step.
• Prediction step (Lines 1-6): EKF localization algorithm
uses the motion model derived in section II. Gt in line
2 is obtained by taking the Jacobian of motion model
with respect to x, y, θ , receptively. Vt in line 3 is derived
by taking the derivative of motion model with respect to
the control input. In line 4, the dynamic noise covariance
matrix is determined. Finally, the pose and its covariance
matrix are predicted in line 5 and 6, respectively.

• Update step (Lines 7-20): The steps in lines 7-13 allow
for obtaining a high-accuracy state estimate. For each
measurement, we first calculate some quantities for all

FIGURE 9. The EKF localization algorithm with unknown
correspondences [17].

landmarks k in the map; they enable us to determine
the most likely correspondence. The correspondence
variable j(i) is then assigned in line 14, by maximizing
the likelihood of the measurement zit given any possible
landmark mk in the map. As can be seen, in lines 9 and
10 we have the measurement model. In line 13, H is the
Jacobian of the predicted measurement with respect to
the robot location and is computed about the predicted
pose µ̄t .

The EKF is used to localize the robot in a feature-based
map at any time t the robot observes information, zt , as ranges
and bearing of nearby features. This algorithm uses the
feature-based model as the measurement model. It will start
with mean and covariance from the previous time step t − 1,
then the Jacobians Gt and Vt are obtained from the motion
model. Similarly, the dynamics noise covariance matrix is
determined. Subsequently, the predicted pose and covariance
are calculated as µ̄t and 6̄t , respectively. The core of the
correction step is a loop through all features i observed at
time t .

The hardest problem in the implementation of an EKF
localization algorithm in feature-based map localization
is measurement correspondences, which means how the
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algorithm determines which measurement corresponds to
which landmark. To solve this problem, maximum likelihood
estimator is used. Maximum likelihood estimator determines
the most likely value of the correspondence variable that
maximizes the data likelihood as shown in Equation (51).

ĉt = argmax
ct

p(zt |c1:t ,m, z1:t−1, u1:t ) (51)

where ct is the correspondence at time t and u is the input
vector to WMR contains linear and angular velocities. The
indoor system structure can be summarized in Figure 10.

FIGURE 10. EKF indoor system structure.

VI. INDOOR/OUTDOOR NAVIGATION
Many solutions presented in this paper are proved to be useful
in their environments. This section discusses the integration
of the two systems and provides a solution for both indoor
and outdoor environments.

The challenge in the hybrid system is how the robot decides
which algorithm to use and when to use it. The proposed
solution requires information for the whole map (i.e. the
outdoor and indoor regions are specified). By having such
information, switching safely between indoor and outdoor
algorithmswill become handy. The environment’s regions are
shown in Figure 11.
For example, suppose that the robot starts from an outdoor

environment and the robot uses the algorithm discussed in
section IV to localize itself. When the robot reaches the
indoor region, it will automatically switch to the indoor algo-
rithm that was discussed in section V. By doing so, the robot
will use the last pose estimate from the outdoor algorithm as
the initial pose estimate in the indoor algorithm.

When the robot nears to the indoor environment,
we encounter new issues in deciphering the correct algorithm.

FIGURE 11. The environments regions.

Therefore, we exclude the use of the GPS in the intermediate
region by skipping the update step in the EKF algorithm.
Moreover, this can be considered when the GPS signals are
blocked or scattered as seen when the difference between the
GPS reading at current time step and previous time step is
greater than a specific threshold. Additionally, the covariance
matrix of the estimate is monitored and if the value exceeds
a specific threshold λ, the algorithm will turn off the out-
door localization algorithm. By doing so, in the intermediate
region, the robot’s position is estimated based on encoder and
IMU measurements only. The indoor/outdoor algorithm can
be summarized in the chart shown in Figure 12.

FIGURE 12. Indoor/outdoor algorithm.

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS
The proposed solution for the hybrid system is tested in sce-
narios where the robot, sensors, and the environment are sim-
ulated. The robot starts from an outdoor environment where
the pose estimate is obtained using EKF, which combines
GPS, compass and encoder measurements. Once the robot
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nears to the indoor environment, the GPS signal is blocked by
the near building. The hybrid localization algorithm should
switch to the indoor algorithm that relies on landmarks that
are placed on the corners. Therefore, there is no need for the
GPS signal to localize the robot.

FIGURE 13. Indoor/outdoor Simulation Robot path in indoor/outdoor
environments.

FIGURE 14. Indoor/outdoor Simulation: error results.

Figure 13 shows the performance of the hybrid system
where the robot tracks the reference path both in indoor and
outdoor environments, where the dotted red and the blue
lines represent the reference trajectory and the EKF path,
respectively. Additionally, the magenta dots, and red triangle
and thick black line represent the simulated GPS signal,
landmarks, and the walls, respectively. Moreover, a Monte
Carlo simulation is performed, and the absolute error and
distance error between the robot and the reference trajectory
are obtained in Figure 14. The figure shows a promising result
where the mean error of the norm is 0.163 m.

VIII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To test the performance of the proposed HLRNS, DaNI
2.0 robot is used with IMU (e.g MIDG ), GPS antenna
and Microsoft Kinect 2.0. Note that the MIDG is a GPS
aided inertial navigation system (INS). The INS fusion filter
uses measurements from the internal GPS receiver, internal
magnetometer, and an external heading source to produce
accurate estimates of position, velocity, and attitude [50]. The
robot and the sensors are shown in Figure 15, where (1) is the
MIDG (which includes IMU, Compass and GPS antenna),
(2) is a Microsoft Kinect 2.0, (3) is DaNI 2.0 robot. To track
the reference trajectory, I-O SFL controller is used. In order to
observe the robot functioning during the navigation process,
a Graphical User Interface (GUI) is designed for this purpose.
As shown in Figure 16, GUI displays the sensors’ information
and the robot pose. Panel 1 is the information about the serial
ports status and its configurations; likewise, panel 2 is the
sensors (encoders and MIDG) readings. Panel 3 represents
robot states during the process, while panel 4 represents the
robot control method such as the trajectory tracking and the
pose control. Finally, panel 5 represents the robot graphical
representation on the grid.

FIGURE 15. DaNI robot with MIDG and Kinect.

FIGURE 16. Indoor/outdoor algorithm.

The HLRNS was tested on the bridge between the two
engineering buildings at the American University of Sharjah
(AUS) as shown in the red circle in Figure 17. For the indoor
environment, eight boxes were placed in a specific known
location and were used as landmarks, see Figure 18.
Figure 19 shows the experimental results where the red,

green, blue and dashed cyan lines represent the reference
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FIGURE 17. The experiment environment at the bridge between the two
engineering buildings in AUS.

FIGURE 18. Indoor/Outdoor Experimental environment.

FIGURE 19. Robot path in indoor/outdoor environments.

trajectory, odometry path, estimated path (e.g the proposed
method) and MIDG path, respectively. Similarly, the red
triangle and thick black line represent the landmarks and
the building walls, respectively. Furthermore, the cyan and
magenta circles represent the initial and final positions,
respectively. As shown in Figure 19, there are three regions:
outdoor region, where the GPS signal is available and reli-
able; indoor region, where the landmarks are placed properly;
and the intermediate region, which is the region that cannot

FIGURE 20. Indoor/outdoor error results.

be considered as an outdoor nor indoor environment. As can
be seen in Figure 19, DaNI robot started from the outdoor
region and fused the available measurements (encoder, IMU
and GPS) using the outdoor EKF algorithm to localize itself
while tracking the reference trajectory. Once the robot entered
the intermediate region, the GPS signal started scattering
and the associated covariance increased rapidly. Therefore,
the best solution in this region was to combine the encoder
with the compass using the EKF while neglecting GPS
information until the robot entered the indoor environment.
In the indoor environment, the robot started observing the
surrounding environment and extracting the features to use
as landmarks in the indoor EKF algorithm. When the robot
exited the indoor region and enters the intermediate region
leading to the outdoor region, the robot started to receive the
GPS signal again. Hence, the algorithm combined the GPS
signal with the other measurements to localize the robot. For
comparison, we used the MIDG solution as a performance
reference (e.g ground truth). The MIDG solution uses tight
coupling in its Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) structure
where the raw pseudo-ranges are utilized. The UKF includes
various flags in the output to determine the quality of the
solution [46]. Figure 20 shows the absolute error and norm
of the error between the estimated position of the proposed
method and the MIDG solution. As can be seen from the
figure, the robot successfully tracked the desired trajectory
in indoor and outdoor environments within 0.3 accuracy.

IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a hybrid low-cost reduced navigation sys-
tem (HLRNS) which combines indoor and outdoor algorithm
based on EKF was developed for a low-cost sensors system.
The proposed approach was tested in both simulation and
experimental environments. The trajectory tracking problem
was solved using I-O SFL and was enhanced by adding
the derivative term. For the outdoor environment, EKF was
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used to estimate the robot’s pose based on wheel encoders,
a reduced inertial sensor system (RISS), and Global Posi-
tioning System (GPS). For the indoor environment, where
GPS signals are blocked, the Microsoft Kinect V2 sensor
was used in the EKF algorithm to localize the robot in
feature-based map representation with the other low-cost
sensors. EKF was used to estimate the robot’s pose relative
to landmarks extracted from the map. The results were ver-
ified in experimental testing. The performance of the fusion
architecture is compared against a commercial off-the-shelf
(MIDG) solution that uses UKF as a fusion engine. It was
seen that the robot can successfully track the desired trajec-
tory within 0.3 m accuracy.
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